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Q&A
Q: If you have to choose between monitoring fauna or flora, what would be better to
prioritise?
A: It depends on what question you need to answer. If you are trying to find out the
impact of you management intervention on the population of a specific fauna then it
has to focus on that taxa but if your question is “will my management intervention
improve the density of a specific group of plants” then flora. But I’m assuming by
“choose” you mean you just want to have some measure of success to your
restoration project then maybe if you have limited resources and have to choose only
one then flora might be the more obvious choice if you can also use that taxa as a
surrogate or proxy for other parameters, like the potential presence of a certain
fauna as that flora provides habitat or food for that species (i.e. indicator species).
Q: Are there any learnings we can apply to Yarra river? Perhaps near and/or in
urban areas?
A: I certainly hope so. After going through the requirements for an effective
monitoring program I guess one can also look into the potential impact of edge
effects and ecological succession on your restoration project. Like, maybe you are
trying to establish a community that is in a more advanced stage which doesn’t have
the “building blocks” from the previous stage that’s why it’s not as successful? Or
your project is exposed to a lot of edge effects that maybe you should also shift
some focus into providing a buffer to your peripheral area to give your core area a
fighting chance.
Q: Adaptive approach fundamental to monitoring:- does this happen in reality?
A: I acknowledge the fact that adaptive monitoring is not typically practiced in small,
not so well-funded restoration projects. Adaptive monitoring is usually practiced in
large-scale restoration/ research projects. But that is also the point of this
presentation, to make people aware that it should become a standard practice. Our
monitoring program is based on our conceptual model, which is based on a lot of
assumptions on how the ecosystem will respond to our management intervention.
Our measure of success is based on meeting those assumptions; therefore, our
basis of success is only as good as our data. So, if our current data doesn’t show
that then we definitely need to make some adjustments to at least address that
before we can say our project is a failure or success.

Q: How do you suggest we could get more project designers aware to the
importance of this?
A: One of the easier pathways is through making these types of webinar open to the
public or at least at reasonable cost. This way we can reach out and educate our
colleagues from other industries. Especially, with the lockdown restrictions, more
people have the ability to attend these types of events. The more difficult and longterm pathway is to be patient and understanding in educating our colleagues as not
everyone has the same training and experience.
Q: You gave some examples of poor and non-existent monitoring, are there publicly
available examples from Victoria of good monitoring programs
A: David Lindenmayer’s group has been doing long-term monitoring in southeastern
Australia since 1983. You can refer to slide no. 5 or go to their blog spot at
longtermecology.com to find out about the amazing work they do.
Q: I imagine most citizen scientists would mainly report novelty species (most won't
report noisey minors but will report king parrots in their yard for instance), how would
this impact the data?
A: Yes, I agree with your statement and that’s why one has to acknowledge the
limitation of citizen science data. In some instances, you can easily use citizen
science data for geographic range or expansion of a certain species but sometimes
you need to take the data with a grain of salt when looking into presence/absence
data. Presence data of easily recognisable species might be reliable, but the
absence data might not be so accurate (false absence) just because that species is
not easy to identify. So, sightings might have been reported to genus level or even
misidentified. That’s why it’s important that the citizen science program is guided by
scientists.
Q: If I am not mistaken you mention the $50m project in Singapore 'did not work'.
How well did the client take that news? Is bad news a barrier to not undertaking
restoration monitoring?
A: I would like to clarify that I didn’t think the restoration project did not work, in fact I
think it achieved a lot of its goals but just like every project there is always room for
improvement. Maybe the fact that the project had so many goals to meet is also the
reason why it fell short in some aspects. It did not totally fail but at least the client
had the initiative to rectify issues at an early stage. The issue may not have been
necessarily due to the design but in some cases in the implementation stage or even
due to compromises made to accommodate some aspects of the project. I think the
outcome of a project should be shared regardless of its success or failure; the
lessons learnt will make future restoration efforts more successful.
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Q: One assumption of managers is that monitoring is not required is because it is
implied that a restoration treatment should work, especially if engineers are involved.
Have you ever found this?
A: Yes, I have encountered that in the past especially when I used to do a lot of
urban planning work. Some of our colleagues have a different way of thinking
because of differences in our training and industry standards. For example,
engineers can have very precise/accurate answers to a problem as they deal with
physical science – like calculating tensile strength. But for us in the natural sciences,
we use a lot of “maybes” as we can only make an intelligent guess of how the
ecosystem will react to the management intervention based on the limited data we
have before us. But based on my experience lately, especially here in Australia,
that’s changing. Our colleagues in the physical sciences have a better appreciation
of the unknowns in the natural sciences and more receptive to the monitoring
requirements of our work.
Q: What are your thoughts on how monitoring work has been affected by
technological improvements?
A: Technological advancement will and has already changed the way monitoring is
done, from the use of satellite images and drone technology to augment or even
replace human tasks. For example, the image of me taking underwater photos to
monitor coral reef health can now be replaced by using unmanned machines to go to
a specific location and take photos at specific intervals. Another project I’ve worked
on in the past was training a software designed to automatically count blood cells to
identify benthic organisms from underwater photos instead. The goal was to
automate the assessment of coral reef health. Once the method is refined then just
imagine the amount of data that can be processed by a machine without the need for
too much human intervention.
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